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      'This book is a really interesting and useful volume...Each chapter has many questions, helpfully highlighted in boxes, so that the reader has the opportunity to pause and reflect.  For me these questions turn this book from being good to excellent. Encouragingme to take the time to think about my own practice helps this book ask difficult but interesting questions. [It] is clearly aimed at primary teachers but I'm sure that secondary teachers would benefit hugely from this as well...I'm sure it will prompt useful and interesting discussions' - 
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      Provides relevant misconceptions students may not have realised are caused by how they word explanations to children.
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      A clear guide to the role of misconceptions in children's mathematical development.




  
          Ms Helen Yorke




              


    
      



 


 
      Used as recommended reading for inclusion elements of BA and PGCE coures




  
          Mrs Rosalind Coleridge




              


    
      



 


 
      Opportunities for all those involved in the education of primary aged children, whatever their role, to develop their understanding of the nature and basis of many mathematical misconceptions.

Effective personal engagement of the reader with regular opportunities to reflect on their own experience with 'pause for thought' feature and to extend their own thinking through 'challenges'.
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      Recommended specifically as reading for a task unpacking children's misconceptions




  
          Mrs Mary Briggs
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